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4ABSTRACT
An interconnection network called the Switch tree is
proposed, based on a Hypertree skeleton with upward-displaced 2x2
switches in place of the non-tree links to provide
reconfigurability. For the common case of leaf-to-leaf
communication, a routing algorithm based on local autonomy
produces average path lengths which compare favorably with those
in Hypertree I.
Based on Kluge's collision free memory retrieval tree
structure [Kluge77], we insist the principle of majority. voting
with partial move to enhance simultaneous data transfer. The
resulting tree is called the Delta tree. While the nonconflicting
nature of the Delta tree greatly simplifies the circuit design,
the averaqe distance travelled between leaves is large.
Superimposing the Switch tree onto a Delta tree but
restricting the switch pairs with the same parent to work
coherently forms a Switch-Delta tree. The Switch-Delta tree
combines the speed advantage of a Switch tree and the collision
free nature of a Delta tree. In the case of arbitrary permutation
among leaves, the average distance ranges from 0(10g2N) in a
scattered tree to O(N0.60) in a busy environment. Having a simple
structure and a reasonable communication speed enables the Switch-
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Although computers have become more and more powerful
nowadays, there is a limit to the maximum computing power
achievable by single processor architecture. As VLSI technology
advances, single chip microprocessors are readily available at
very low cost. This enables multiprocessing among cooperative
processors to be a feasible alternative. But one of the major
problems for the multiprocessor type of architecture is how these
processors communicate with other processors in the system.
A Fully-Connected Network An Omega Network
A 3 Dimensional Hypercube A Ring
Fig. 1.1: The schematic diagrams of some common interconnection
networks.
The Switch Tree
Table 1.1 summarizes the performance of a few common
interconnection networks among N processors. The internode
distance is defined as the number of links between nodes and the
fault tolerance is measured by the minimum number of link
breakages before failure.
Table 1.1: Properties of some common interconnection networks
where N= total number of nodes.
A fully connected network, which has dedicated links
between arbitrary pair of nodes, has a internode distance of 1.
Since there are (N-l) redundant links between any node pair, the
fully connected network can survive up to (N-l) link failures.
However, a fully connected network soon loses its attractiveness
when N increases since the connection cost grows at the rate of
0(N2) for communication among N =2n nodes.
The Omega network is a multistage reconfigurable network
based on a repeating perfect shuffling and exchange architecture
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to O(nN) and the distance between nodes is 0(n). The routing
between nodes based on local autonomy is straightforward. However,
incremental system expansion is impossible and the system without
any modification cannot tolerate any faulty situation.
The n-cube network [Pease77], based on a skeleton of n-th
dimensional hypercube, has similar performance characteristics as
the omega network. The average internode distance is O(n) and the
connection cost is O(nN). The n-cube network is superior to the
Omega network in the sense that locality of reference helps to
reduce the average path length and the system can withstand up to
(n-1) link failures. But the n-cube network is not free from
problems the number of I/O ports per node for the n-cube network
is log2N which results in difficulties during implementation.
However, the n-cube network can be simulated using (Nlog2N)/2 two
way switches by paying the price of losing those advantages over
the omega network. H.J. Siegel [Siegel79] showed that 2x2 switch
version of an n-cube network and an Omega network are equivalent.
A ring [Faber72] routes message linearly from node to node
around a loop. The connection cost is 0 (N) and the number of I/O
ports per node is only 2. But the average distance between nodes
of O(N) limits the number of allowable nodes in a ring to a small
value. Moreover, a ring is unreliable because any node failure in
a one way ring will stop at least half of the communication and
two node failures will break the ring into two disjoint regions.
4The Switch Tree
A balanced binary tree [Harris77] is interesting as the
basis of communication networks. The number of ports per node is
only 3, independent of tree size. For communication among N =2n
leaves, the number of communication nodes required is only O(N),
compared with the O(nN) nodes in the Omega network [Stone7l] with
similar worst case path length.
On the other hand, the binary tree contains no redundancy,
and connectivity is lost upon a single failure anywhere. Another
serious concern is the traffic congestion. For uniformly
distributed leaf-to-leaf communication, the traffic per link
doubles as one ascends towards the root by one level. The
congestion near the root, is particularly serious.
Alternative tree-like structures have been proposed, adding
features both to reduce node-to-node distance and to alleviate the
known shortcomings. Among the most promising of these is the
Hypertree I proposed by Goodman and Sequin [Goodman8l] which
combines salient features of the hypercube and the binary tree.
Hypertree I diverts the bottleneck traffic from the leaf nodes to
about half way down the tree, resulting in shorter average
internode distance and considerably reduced traffic congestion. By
doubling the number of horizontal links used and adding an extra
I/O port per node in Hypertree I, Hypertree II can obtain an even
shorter distance between nodes, but the system cost is high. The
hardware complexity of Hypertree I and II will be discussed in
section 2.4.
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While the Hypertree speeds up the traffic, W. Kluge
[Kluge77] develops a nonconflicting tree structure, which we call
Kluge's tree in here, for data traversals. Although Kluge's tree
is slow compared with the Hypertree, it provides a non-colliding
environment which simplifies the network design significantly.
The primary intention for this research is to investigate a
low cost 0 (N) interconnection network which has a reasonably short
internode distance O(n) and is equipped with fault tolerance
characteristics. We propose a reconfigurable binary tree structure
called the Switch tree. In addition, we introduce a static tree-
liked structure called the Hammock tree, which acts as an
intermediate structure to manifest the transformation. The Hammock
tree and the Switch tree is based on modification of the Hypertree
I, changing the latter's extra links into 2x2 switches with proper
displacement.
The introduction of two-way switches in the Switch tree
furnishes the system with some reconfiguration characteristics and
extends the virtual fan-in and fan-out per node. Without paying
much hardware penalty, the Switch tree has a shorter average path
length without changing the number of ports per node.
Although limiting the traffic within half way down the
Switch tree reduces the traffic contention, collisions are
unavoidable. We propose a tree structure, which is modified from
Kluge's tree, to facilitate simultaneous data movement. We shall
call the new tree the Delta tree.
6The Switch Tree
The Switch-Delta tree is a compromise which combines the
best features of the Switch tree and the Delta tree. The average
distance between leaves ranges from O(log2N) in a light traffic
environment to O(NO.60) in a busy environment. Comparing with
other nonconflicting ring network, the Switch-Delta tree is
clearly superior even in a busy situation.
In chapter 2, we briefly review the bases of a conventional
binary tree and Hypertree I and then introduce the structure of
both the Hammock tree and the Switch tree as an alternative of
Hypertree I. In Chapter 3, we propose two routing algorithms,
namely an up-down algorithm and an optimum algorithm. We will
compare the performance of the two algorithms based on the average
distance for single pair of leaf-to-leaf communication. In chapter
4, we explore some basic properties of the Switch tree and in
chapter 5, we discuss the fault tolerance characteristics of the
Switch tree. Chapter 6 will cover the structure of Kluge's Delta
tree and the Switch-Delta tree, and the performance of these two
tree structures will be discussed in chapter 7. Finally, we will
draw a conclusion on the suitability of Switch tree for
interconnection network and propose a few suggestions for further
study.
Chapter 2
2. THE SWITCH TREE STRUCTURE
2.1. The conventional binary tree
A conventional binary tree is shown in fig. 2.1. Following
Goodman and Sequin [Goodman81], the root node at level 0 is
assigned the binary address l. A parent node with binary address
a is linked directly to two daughter nodes with addresses of the
form ,,a,0 and a,l. Unlike Goodman and Sequin, the node
addresses are arranged here in reflected Gray code order rather
than numerical order, to bring out part of the hypercube
adjacency.
At level m, there are 2m nodes, all with (m+l)-bit binary
addresses, corresponding to vertices of an m-cube. For
communication between two nodes, both at this level, let the
binary node addresses be a and (3, and E= (a EXOR f3); then the
distance between them, namely the minimum number of links in
between is exactly
where LZC(E), the left zeros count, is the number of leading zeros
in E. For instance, the distance between (10011)2 and (10110)2 is
2[4+1-LZC(00101)]= 2(4+1-2)= 6.
Two nodes at level m with addresses differing only at the k-
th bit (the leftmost bit is counted as k= 0) correspond to a pair
The Switch Tree
of neighboring m-cube vertices along the k-th coordinate. There
are exactly 2m~l such node-pairs for each choice of k. These are
linked by one edge in the m-th order hypercube corresponding to
the m-th level of the tree. But in terms of tree distances, as
the tree is not really linked like the hypercubes, members of each
node-pair are separated by D= 2[m-k+l], independent of all
matching address bits.





















Fig. 2.2 is modified from Goodman and Sequin [Goodman8l].
Please note that bit 0, which serves only as a starting tag, is
not included in the figure. At the m-th level, the upper k-th
entry from the left shows the distances in a binary tree between
two m-th level nodes with addresses differing exactly at the k-th
bit. While the upper row for each level m indicates the k-th bit
distances at level m in a binary tree, the lower row shows the k-
th bit distances after the addition of horizontal links in a
Hypertree I.
Starting with level 1, the 1-th entry, which has the maximum
distance, is marked and the distance of which is reduced to 1 as
shown in the lower row of level 1 in fig. 2.2. Moving down one
level, two extra unit steps are added to all k-th entries after
appending a zero at the least significant position, i.e. bit 2 in
this case. The current maximum k-th entry is marked and the
distance of which is change to 1 as that in level 1. The process
is repeated until the current level is the leaf level. We shall
call the marked bit at the m-th level the km-th bit. The marked
entries form straight rays on the chart the j-th ray starts at
level 2j-1, with slope 2j.
The Switch Tree
Fig. 2.2: The selection of n-cube connections in the Hypertree I.
Please note that bit 0 of the node address is omitted.
There are two rows per level: the upper row shows that
distance between two nodes with one bit difference and
the lower row shows the resultant distance with
horizontal links added. (modified from Goodman and
Seauin's paper rGoodman811)
Ray 1 at m=1, slope= 2
Ray 2 at m=2, slope= k
SRay 3 at m=4. sloDe= 8
2 3Ray 4. m=8.sloDe= 16









































































































































































































The Hypertree I is formed by linking the node-pairs
corresponding to the marked entries at all non-root levels of the
binary tree. At level m, each of the node-pairs so short-
circuited differs only at the km-th bit, with km (m+l)2. An
interconnection diagram for Hypertree I is depicted in fig. 2.3.
Other than having one k-th bit selection per level in the
Hypertree I, the largest two k-th bits, from a set of first order
differences for nodes at the same level, are selected in the
Hypertree II [Goodman81]. The Hypertree II then has two sets of
horizontal links to connect node-pairs which differs by either of
the two k-th bits, but not both, in their addresses.
Ficr 23- The interconnection diagram of a five level Hypertree
j The node addresses are labeled using reflected Gray
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2.3. The Hammock tree and the Switch tree
Starting with Hypertree I, by moving the ends of the cross
links along the branches halfway up towards the next higher level,
we obtain a new structure, with (N-l) hammocks suspended between
the tree levels as shown in fig. 2.4, anchored on (2N-2) extra
nodes each with 3 ports. The structure shall be called the
Hammock tree.
Fig. 2.4: A schematic diagram of a five level Hammock tree.
When the hammocks are changed into 2x2 bidirectional
crossbar switches, the resultant structure is called the Switch
tree.
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identified node-pair separated by maximum distance, their
addresses differing, say, at bit position k. The upper ports are
linked to their direct predecessors, which also differ only at the
k-th bit. These switches can perform two alternative switching
functions, either straight through or crossover, but never both at
the same time.
An algorithm similar to that in Goodman's paper is applied
to the Switch tree except that the path length one level below a
marked item is four instead of three in the Hypertree I. In the
Switch tree, occasionally there are levels which have two equal
longest distances. Fortunately, we can always obtain a regular
pattern if we follow the rough guide provided by levels which have
no free choice. Fig. 2.5 and 2.6 depict two alternatives for the
Switch tree. In order to have a better comparison with the
Hypertree I, we use the same pattern for both the Hypertree I and
the Switch tree. The resulting network for a 5-level Switch tree
is shown in fig. 2.7.
The Switch Tree
Ray 1 at m=1, slope= 2
Rav 2 at m=2. slone= U
tDaw+ m—. c I— Q
o cn.««%_ o~ i_ u
Fig. 2.5: The selection of the 2x2 switches in the Switch tree
































































































































































































































Ray 1 at m=2, slope= 2
Ray 2 at m=3, slope= 4
Z««- C- I o
I 3Ray 4. m=9.sloDe= 16
Fig. 2.6: The alternative selection of the 2x2 switches in the
Switch tree (choose the left bit if there exist two
equal longest paths)

































































































































































































































Fig. 2.7: A schematic diagram of a five level Switch tree.
Goodman and Sequin showed that for any given level, say m,
the extra linkage is characterized by one number, say k, such that
node pairs differing by exactly the k-th bit are linked together.
We follow their theory, but remembering that our switches
necessarily straddle two consecutive levels, (m-1) and m, and is
represented by the matrix
where a, p are binary node addresses at the upper level, and























note that these two addresses are identical except for the k-th
bit, we then define a pair of switches with
As a and Q differ only at the k-th bit, so do T and S.
The choice of bit k for the Switch tree corresponds to that
of Hypertree I [Goodman8l] at level in. Letµ be the binary
equivalent of the integer level count in, The location of the k-th
bit for given m has been calculated [Goodman8l] to be:
(2.1)
where
RZC(µ) being the right zero count of A. The quantity r, called
the ray number, characterizes a ray with slope 2r and starting
point 2r-1.
An observation can been made by inspecting all k-th entries
in the lower row for a n-level Switch tree in fig. 2.5. The worst
case distance between leaves is (n+a) where a=n mod 2. For
instance, the worst case distance for a 15 level Switch tree is 16
unit steps. This implies that communications between leaves are
confined within (n+a)/2 levels above the leaf-level. Goodman and
Sequin define the half-way level 0 as the maximum number of levels
for a packet to climb up the tree for arbitrary leaf-to-leaf
communication. They showed that 0=(n+a)/2 and we shall use their
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notations for e and a on the Switch tree throughout this thesis.
In addition, it is observed that any bit in the most
significant half of the node address can always be complemented by
2x2 switches which happen to be confined in the left address
portion also. The detail proof can be found in Appendix A. Since
no 2x2 switch are provided for the least significant half of the
address, changes for bits at the right half must rely on the
natural binary tree skeleton. Thus, the Switch tree supports two
different traffic manners, i.e. use the shortcut provided by 2x2
switches and the natural binary tree.
2.4. Complexity Considerations
Due to limitation in resources, there exists a tradeoff
between the network complexity and the network performance. In
this section, we estimate and compare the network complexity of
the Hypertree I, II and the Switch tree.
Since we concern the theoretical aspect of various tree
structures only, we must take assumptions on the hardware cost of
the tree structure. In order to ensure a fast switching network,
the node is assumed to be a cross-bar switch with hardware cost
equal to a2A where a is the number of I/O ports per node and A is
the proportionality constant. We further assume that the wiring
cost per edge is equal to B regardless of the physical distance
between nodes. Although this may not be a very good assumption, it
helps to simplify the calculation and serves as a guide to compare
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the complexities for different tree structures.
In a Hypertree I with N leaves, there are (2N-1) vertices
and (3N-3) edges. Each vertex has four I/O ports. Thus the
hardware cost CH1 will be
(2.2)
Dropping the constant term, the hardware cost is approximately
equal to (32A+3B) N which is of the order O(N).
Similarly, there are (2N-1) nodes each of which has five I/O
ports and (4N-5) edges in the Hypertree II. The total cost CH2 is
then
(2.3)
The complexity is also O(N).
While the Switch tree maintains a small number of three I/O
ports per node, N extra 2x2 switches are introduced to perform bit
complementation. We assume that each 2x2 switch is also a cross-
bar switch and the cost per switch is then a2A. Thus, the 2x2
switch cost will be 22AN= 4AN. Other than N extra 2x2 switches,
the total number of nodes and edges in the Switch tree are the
same as that of a conventional binary tree, i.e. (2N-1) nodes and
(2N-2) edges. Hence, the hardware cost CST is
(2.4)
The complexity is O(N).
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In the above estimations, we did not considered the control
unit cost for each of the nodes and switches in the network since
it is highly depended on individual design. However, equation 2.2,
2.3 and 2.4 can still serve as a guidance to show the complexities
of different tree structures. As can be seen, the Hypertree I, II
and the Switch tree all have a low complexity of O(N). Among all
of them, the Switch tree has the smallest coefficient, i.e.
(22A+2B) compared with (32A+3B) in Hypertree I and (50A+4B) in
Hypertree II. Hence, the Switch tree is more attractive than both
Hypertree I and II if cost is an important design criterion.
21Chapter 33. THE ROUTING ALGORITHMS
3.1. The up-down routing algorithm
For large networks, the supervisor cannot possess full
knowledge of detailed happenings. Hence, it is desirable to route
a packet based on local autonomy i.e. without full knowledge of
the system.
A binary tree has a simple routing algorithm which involves
only a comparison between the current packet position and the
target node address. In the binary tree, a packet is routed
upward towards the root until the current node is an ancestor of
the target node. From there, the packet is traversed downward
towards the target. Since the Switch tree behaves as a binary tree
for any switch setting, it can be easily shown that the leaf-to-
leaf routing algorithm of the Switch tree has the same properties
as that of a binary tree after the switch setting is decided.
Consider two nodes X and Y, with addresses 1a1a2...an and
1a1a2 ...am where m and n are level numbers of X and Y
respectively. Goodman and Sequin define the address difference
D as the bitwise exclusive OR on the left justified binary
X,Y
addresses of node X and Y with the excess trailing bits truncated.
For instance, the address difference DX,y of node 1101000002 at
level 8 and node 10000000002 at level 9 in a 16 level tree is
0101000002.
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Nodes X and Y have an ancestry relationship if and only if
OC(DX,y)=0 where OC(E) is the one's count of the binary equivalent
of E. Since OC(DX,y) is 2 in the last example, node X and Y has no
ancestry relationship. Table 3.1 is modified from fig. 2.5 showing
that bit 1 and bit 3 can be complemented using the switches just
above level 8 and level 5 respectively. Hence, the packet will
climb up to 100002 at level (5-1)=4. The up-down routing algorithm
works as follows:
begin
initialize all the n-cube switches to straight-through.
repeat
calculate OC(DX,y) where X and Y are the current node address
and the target node address respectively.
if the switch directly above current node X reduces OC(DX,y)
then begin
the switch directly above is set to cross-over.
the packet is routed upward followed by the lateral
direction in the reconfigured tree.
reset the switch to straight-through.
end
else the packet is routed upward.
until OC(DX,y)=O, i.e. the target node Y is one of the children
of the current node X.
repeat
traverse downward toward the target node Y.
until X=Y, i.e. the target node Y is reached.
end.
Fig. 3.1: The pseudo-English up-down routing algorithm for
leaf-to-leaf communication.
This algorithm is called the Up-Down Algorithm since the
packet is routed upward to the common ancestor of both the source
and the sink and then downward to the sink. This algorithm is the
optimum solution for the message flows between leaves, but not for
arbitrary nodes, which needs information about the n-cube crossing
provided by the switches below the current node. The routing
generated by this algorithm will use the two-way switch to reduce
Chapter 3
0C(DX,Y) -n upward traversal, but actually this can also be done
in downward going phase or in both phases.
Table 3.1: The selection of 2x2 switches for a given bit position
in the Switch Tree. The km-th bit straddles between





































3.2. The optimum node-to-node routing algorithm
3.2.1. Building of the T matrix
Starting with the address difference DX,y, we purposely drop
out the redundant leading zero in the address difference and
further define the transit level matrix T as
where Uj and Ljare the nearest level numbers for a packet to
travel in the upward and downward directions in order to
complement the j-th bit in DX,y. A matrix element Ti,j with a
zero value means that the i-th bit of addresses X and Y are the
same while a coefficient of co means that it is impossible to
change the i-th bit in this direction. Since the Switch tree
allows two alternative traffic patterns through the use of
switches and the binary tree skeleton, the findings of Ui or Li
for them are considered separately.
For the right O-a bits of DX,y, there is no problem when the
packet is climbing upward and the Ui is simply equal to i-1.
However, it is not the case when the packet is traversed downward.
One must find a suitable switch at the lower level Li to make the
bit complement possible.
Recall from equation 2.1 that the k-th bit can be expressed
as a function of level number i directly below the switch. It can
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be rearranged as follows
(3.1)
where r= RZC(i)+ 1. The nearest level Li in downward going
direction is the smallest i for a given ray number r such that i
is greater than or equal to the current transit node.
Similarly, for the left 0 bits of DX,y, calculations of
nearest Li rely on equation 3.1. It is because the message routing
also uses the crossover function of switches to complement bits in
the left half of DX,y as the right half of DX,y. While the Lis for
the left half remain unchanged as before, the Uis for the left 0
bits in DX,y are the maximum level j for any given ray number r
such that level j is smaller than the current node level. The
expression for level j is similar to the equation 3.1 except that
the expression for level j is smaller than that of level i by one.
(3.2)
It is mainly due to our definition on the switch positions
which works between levels and the switches are defined at the
lower ports. This forces the upward data flow to go one level
higher than Hypertree I when the tree has even number levels.
Recalling from the last example, the DX,y for node
1101000002 at level 8 and node 10000000002 at level 9 in a 16
Switch tree, is 0101000002. The T matrix can be found using
level
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the formulae described above or directly from table 3.1 and the
resulting T matrix is as below
An observation can be made directly by inspecting the T
matrix. While the top row of the T matrix contains all the
information necessary for a simple up and then down routing, the
bottom row holds enough information for a down and then up
routing. Thus, the optimum path is bound by these two extremes,
i.e between level 4 and 16 in this case.
3.2.2. The necessity condition for optimum routing
In order to obtain an optimum routing, the route must have
the two basic properties which are stated in conjecture 3.1.
Conjecture 3. 1
For a path to be considered optimum, it is necessary to have
not more than one local maximum in the path and it is necessary to
have no more than one local minimum in the path.
7 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 10 0 0 0 0
T =
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Conjecture 3.1 states there are only two types of routing
that can be the candidates for optimum routing. They are
1) A Path traverses upward the tree once and then traverses
downward or vice versa.
2) A Path which has exactly one maximum and one minimum.
If the path obtained has more than one local maximum, all
except the one that climbs up to the highest level towards the
root are redundant. It is because all the required bit complements
in DX'y can be achieved by traversing to the highest peak. Taking
the last example, a packet must first climb up to level 4. Assume
that there exists an alternative path which climbs up to, say,
level 5, back down to level 8 and eventually goes to level 4. It
is clear that the first climb in the latter path is redundant
since all the bit complementations can be made in the final climb
to level 4. Similarly for the case of multiple local minimums, all
except the global minimum in the routing are redundant and can be
replaced by the global minimum.
Other than the shape of the optimum path, the initial
message flow direction is another important concern for optimum
routing. In case of only one turning point in the path, either a
maximum or minimum, the message direction flow is simply towards
the turning point. But, it is not so trivial for the case of S
shaped paths, i.e. one maximum and one minimum. Consider two










Fig. 3.2: Different routing strategies for a given set of source
node S, destination D and two transit nodes P and R.
Alternative A starts at level S, then climbs up to level P,
traverses back down to the minimum point at level R and finally
goes to the destination at level D. Alternative B starts with
traversing in the opposite direction and does the routing the
other way round. If level S is less than level D, the first
alternative A which takes only one pass through section LD, the
level difference, is clearly shorter than that of its combatant
path B. Similarly for the case S D, a path which travels to the
minimum first is superior than its opposite combatant. However, it
doesn't matter which direction to go first if levels S and D are
at the same level.
Alternative B
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3.2.3. The optimum routing algorithm
After we have determined all the Ui and Li coefficients in
the T matrix, we are ready to discuss the optimum routing
algorithm to find a path of minimum distance between arbitrary
nodes based on conjecture 3.1. The algorithm shown in fig. 3.3
starts with the path generated by the up-down routing algorithm.
Given a source and a destination node, the highest level a packet
must climb up is the smallest non-zero Ui in the T matrix. The
path length is simply m+n-2i.
Referring back to the example in section 3.1, since the
minimum nonzero Ui is 4, the up-down algorithm gives a path that
traverses upward to level 4 and then downward to the destination
node. The path length obtained from the up-down routing algorithm
is 9 unit links.
The optimum routing algorithm tries to improve the routing
by replacing the worst upward movement to level Ui by it's
opposite relative Li. If the resultant path is shorter than the
original path, the routing is modified. This process is repeated
until the top row of the T matrix is a zero vector.
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begin
If ABS(n-m) (MAX (m, n) +a)2 where a= MAX(m,n) mod 2
then if the source level m the destination level n
then the packet is routed upward
else the packet is routed downward
else begin
assume the packet is routed upward and then downward
as normal binary tree routing.
calculate the path length and label it as PLref.
store smallest nonzero Uj_ to UpperLimit and MAX(m,n)
to LowerLimit.
Repeat
search the smallest nonzero U- in T matrix,
replace this U- by a zero,
if the corresponding is oo
then done flag is set to true
else begin
replace the original path which passes
through Uj_ by a path which passes through L




replace PLref with PLe.
store the smallest nonzero Uj to
UpperLimit.
if L-j LowerLimit
then store L to LowerLimit.
end
end




if LowerLimit f °o
then back down to LowerLimit.




if LowerLimt f °o
then route to LowerLimit.
if UpperLimit f n
then route up to UpperLimit.





Fia. 3.3: The pseudo-English algorithm to determine the optimum
path for packet flow between two arbitrary nodes.
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Consider the above example, the optimum algorithm replaces
the farthest upward movement to level 4 by an opposite downward
movement to level 10 and checks if there is any improvement. Since
the source node is higher than the target node in the tree, it is
natural for the modified routing to traverse the packet to the
next worst upward level 7, back down to level 10 and up again to
the destination at level 9. The modified path obtained which
involves only 5 unit links is shorter than before. Thus, the
modified path becomes the reference path and the process is
repeated until all nonzero Ui with non-infinite Li is exhausted,
i.e. all zeroes, or the corresponding Li for a Ui is 00. The
optimum internode distance between node X and Y in this example is
5 unit links and the routing is summarized in fig. 3.4.
where X means don't care.
Fig. 3.4: Comparison of the routes generated by the up-down
algorithm and the optimum algorithm
3.3. A comparison between the up-down routing algorithm and the
optimum routing algorithm
The up-down routing algorithm based on local autonomy is
simple and straightforward. It compares the current node address
with its target node address to decide the message flow direction
and the switch setting of the corresponding two-way switch. The
optimum algorithm is much more complicated in the sense that it
requires a calculation of the T matrix and the use of the T matrix
iteratively to find a shortest path. Simulation studies have been
made to find potential improvements using the optimum algorithm on
the average distance travelled for single pairs of node
communication. These simulations are done on a series of balanced
Switch trees up to 13 levels. It is a semi-exhaustive search for





























including the trivial case of sending a packet to itself. Since
the tree structure has a symmetry property, only one search run is
done per level to reduce the simulation time. The average path
length is then the weighted average of all the searches in
different levels. The simulation results are summarized in fig.
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Fia 3 5: The percentage of paths which have improvements using
the optimum algorithm over the up-down algorithm for
single node—pair communication.
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Fig. 3.5 shows the percentage of node-to-node communication
that have improvements on the average internode distance as a
function of tree levels. It can be seen that the the curve is
bound by a monotonous increasing function with an upper asymptote
of about 5 percent. Not more than 3 percent of all the
communications have improvements on their path lengths for trees
up to 13 levels. Fig. 3.6 shows the percentage of the internode
distance travelled improvements using the optimum routing
algorithm for various tree levels. Similar to the result obtained
in Hypertree by Goodman and Sequin [Goodman8l], the up-down
algorithm will never provide a path that is 0.93% longer than the
optimum path (0.42% improvement in the Hypertree I). The upper
limit of 0.93% at level 8 can be reasoned as the compromise of the
internode distance improvements with the percentage of nodes that
have improvements. The marginal improvement of using a much more
complicated optimum algorithm instead of the up-down algorithm
suggests that the optimum routing algorithm is not justified in
general.
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Fig 3 6: The average path length improvement of the optimum
algorithm over the up-down algorithm for single node-
pair communication.
Tree Levels

























4. PROPERTIES OF THE SWITCH TREE FOR SINGLE DATA MOVEMENT
In this chapter, some of the basic properties of the Switch
tree as an interconnection network for a MIMD computer are studied
and compared with other existing tree structures. All the
calculations are based on single data transfer in the network for
simplicity.
In case of simultaneous data movements, unavoidable conflict
competing for the same node will occur since the virtual fan-in
for each node is greater than 1. We have been unable to develop a
promising conflict resolving mechanism for the Switch tree after
an intense research has been made on this issue. However, we come
up with another tree structure which is slower than the Switch
tree, but does not have any conflict in simultaneous data
movements. We called the new structure the Switch-Delta tree and
we shall discuss the details for this tree in Chapter 6 and 7.
4.1. Worst case distance
One of the most important measurements for the network
performance is the distance for which a packet must travel between
two nodes. It is desirable to have an internode distance as short
as possible to minimize the communication time and to reduce the
message density per node in the network. The worst case distance
between leaves of the Switch tree can be found merely by
inspection. It has been shown that a packet will not go more than
(m+a)/2 levels up the tree where m is equal to the level number of
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tree and a=(m mod 2). Hence, the worst case distance between
leaves is simply (m+a).
Extending this idea, the worst case distance between any two
nodes Dwc can be calculated as 10,
Dwc- Dlower level- LD for the level difference is less
than half height of tree
otherwiseDwc= LD
where Dlower level= the worst case distance between two
nodes located at lower level.
LD= the level difference between two nodes
Assume that the upper node is at level m and the lower node
is at level n, i.e. n m. The worst case distance can be
calculated as follows:
4.2. Average distance
Other than the worst case distance, another important
measure for the network performance is the average distance
between nodes. Without any knowledge about the communication
pattern, one may assume that each node is equally likely to send
packets to all other nodes, i.e. with a uniform distribution.
Detail analysis has been made on uniformly distributed leaf-to-
leaf communication without considering collisions for the Switch
tree and the Hypertree II [Goodman8l]. Since the proofs are quite
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long, it is deferred to the Appendix. The average distance betweer
leaves obtained is compared with other tree structures given b
Goodman and Sequin [Goodmans1] and the summary is tabulated ir
Table 4.1. The full-ring tree and the half-ring come from a class
°f X-tree [Despain78] which use extra horizontal links forminc
circular loop at each level to reduce the internode distance.
Table 4.1: The average distance between leaves for various tree
structures as a function of the total number of leaf
nodes N= 2n where n is the level number.
Structure Average Distance Between Leaves
















Fig. 4.1 depicts the average distance between leaves for the
binary tree, the full-ring tree, the half-ring tree [Despain78],
the Hypertree I, the Hypertree II and the Switch tree as a
function of different tree levels.
As can be seen, the average path length of the Switch tree
is less than that of the Hypertree I when the tree has more than
four levels. When the tree grows larger, the switch tree tends to
have an average path length 2 5% shorter than that of a Hypertree
I.
Tree levels
Plq 4.1; The average distance between leaves of various tree

































The main contribution for this improvement comes from the
introduction of lateral movement provided by the switches which
combine the effect of the horizontal and the vertical movements.
Surprisingly, the average distance between leaves of the Switch
tree is approximately the same as that of an Omega network.
However, it is only true when the need for communication is
sparse. When traffic is heavy, the traffic bottleneck problem in a
tree structure will hinder the traffic flow to obtain its
nonconflicting theoretical limit.
4.3. Traffic density
For an efficient topology, it is desirable for the network
to distribute messages as uniformly as possible throughout the
system. The binary tree, the full-ring tree and the half-ring tree
suffer from having a serious traffic congestion near the root.
Patterson's Paradox [Despain78] suggests that
Given a full binary tree with every node communicating
to every other node, the root will not have the most
traffic.
Actually, the left and right children of the root node have the
most traffic. It is because all the communication that passes
through the root will pass through it's two children but not vice
versa. The full-ring tree and half-ring tree have some
improvement over the binary tree by diverting the traffic loading
further down the tree using extra horizontal links. The most
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critical P°int for the full-ring tree is shifted approximately to
level three, but the traffic congestion problem is still serious.
It is interesting that for all the trees mentioned above, the
busiest level is exactly one level below the worst climb for an
arbitrary leaf-to-leaf communication and this is the same as that
of a binary tree.
Table 4.2: The number of message traffic per node for uniformly
distributed leaf-to-leaf communications for various
tree structures.
where 0= (n+a)2 and a= n mod 2 for Hypertree I and the Switch
tlTG©
fl= (n-a)3 and a= n mod 3 for Hypertree II.
The Hypertree I and the Switch tree have a similar
congestion problem but to a much lesser extent since the packets
never travel higher than (n+a)2 levels for arbitrary leaf-to-leaf
communications. Since there are more intermediate nodes to share











the tree is greatly reduced. By paying the price of complicated
circuitry, the Hypertree II [GoodmanSl] goes one step further to
limit the traffic flow to the lower (n+cr)3 levels where a— n mod
3. Detail analyses have been done on the Hypertree I, II and the
Switch tree for the message traffic density per node at any given
level n. All the proofs can be found in Appendix B and the
results are tabulated in table 4.2.
Comparison on the expressions from table 4.2 indicates that
the busiest level for the Hypertree I and the Switch tree is
located at (n-0+1) level which is exactly one level beneath the
worst climb. This observation coincides with that from the binary
tree and the full-ring. However, the Hypertree II behaves not
strictly the same as the other tree-liked structures. It follows
the same trend as the other trees when a is 0 or 1, i.e. the
Busiest level is at level (n-H+1). However, the effect of heavy
horizontal movements when a=2 overrides all other traffic in lower
levels and thus, the busiest level for the Hypertree II is





































Fiq. 4.2: The maximum traffic flow per node of various tree
structures as a function of number of tree levels for
uniformly distributed leaf-to-leaf communication.
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Fig. 4.2 illustrates the maximum message density per node
for the binary tree, the full-ring tree, the Hypertree I, II and
the Switch tree as a function of tree size based on an assumption
of having a uniformly distributed traffic requests. Both the
binary tree and the full-ring tree have a maximum traffic flow per
node which is proportional to 22n. The traffic density for the
Hypertree I and the Switch tree are approximately equal and their
growth rates are about 21,5n which are smaller than that of binary
tree and full-ring tree. Since the Hypertree II limits the traffic
to the lower (n-a)3 levels, the traffic density is lower than
that of both the Hypertree I and the Switch tree. However, the
necessity for external assistance from other processors during
computation will decrease as technology advances. Thus, the
traffic improvement of the Hypertree II must be carefully
considered against complicated circuitry and larger number of
communication ports per node.
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4.4. Expansibility
A network must be capable of expansion with minimum
disruption caused. Clearly, a network that requires a complete
reconnection of all its links is highly undesirable. The
binary tree is attractive in the sense that a packet can be
routed to the destination node in an efficient way even if the
tree is not balanced and the routing algorithm does not lose any
generality.
As the Switch tree behaves as a binary tree in any switch
pattern, expansion of the Switch tree resembles the binary tree
with minor modifications. Since the two-way switch works on a
pair of nodes at each level, the network is more suitable to be
expanded in a block of two nodes. The node addresses from the new
comers X and Y should have OC(DX,y) of one and the position of bit
difference is specified by equation 2.1. Moreover, the imbalance
should never exceed one level which ensures a shorter average
path length. By limiting the imbalance to one level, the
regularity of the Switch tree is preserved as much as possible so
that it has a better chance to survive, i.e. to find an equivalent
path, when a fault is detected. Details of the fault tolerance
charavteristics in a Switch tree is discussed in the next chapter.
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5. FAULT TOLERANCE CONSIDERATIONS
As the computing systems are getting more and more
complex, fault tolerance consideration becomes one of the main
issues in system design and much research has been done aiming at
retaining a reduced performance when the fault is not critical,
i.e. not a computing node and the source or the destination nodes
in network. Although the Switch tree keeps the minimum number of
three ports per node, the reconfiguration capability furnishes the
tree with some fault tolerance features. Consider a faulty
situation in a system. There are three main sources for system
failure, namely, the stuck-at switch setting, the node failure and
the link failure. We shall study those three kinds of failure in
detail.
5.1. The stuck-at switch fault
When the switch is stuck at a switch pattern (either
straight-through or crossover), the packet will be falsely routed
to another subtree, i.e. to its nephew. This problem is not
critical if the packet is travelling upward since one may climb up
the natural binary tree skeleton to cope with faulty situation.
The extra number of levels to climb up depends on the switch
position as specified by equation 2.1. However, it is desirable to
have a consistent and small path length increment which does not
depend on the location of the faulty switch. Regardless of
variable path length problem, true difficulties occur in the
downward direction as it may not have the right two-way switch at
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lower levels. The packet is unavoidably detoured to its nephew
subtree using the faulty switch which results in a false arrival.
Consider a path between two binary addresses •••ag••an
at level n and aa2...Ag...an+i at level n+1 where Ag is equal to
ag or ag depending on the requirement. The packet can be routed to
the desired node following the flow diagram as below withFRM






where Xg can take on either 0 or 1, 1 nm and the g-th bit of
binary address is chosen to be complemented between level n and
n+1.
Obviously, the path length of the alternate path is 2 units
longer than that of the desired path for both upward and downward
directions. An example is shown in fig. 5.1 to illustrate faulty
situations in both upward and downward directions. In both cases,
the packet is detoured to its nephew, swung between level n and
n+1 once to adjust to the proper position and routed back to the
original path. Since the packet has to back up one level to cope
with a faulty switch, extra information must be added to the




complexity of the routing algorithm.
Fig. 5.1: An example illustrating the detouring when switch A
stuck at cross-over mode.
5.2. The node failure
We restrict our consideration on faulty transit node only
because the system cannot perform properly if either the source or
the destination node fails. Besides node failures found along the
vertical data flow axis, i.e. pure upward or downward directions,
there exists a special case when the turning point is found to be
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5.2.1. Vertical direction (upward and downward)
Consider the message flow between node X at level n-1 and
node Z at level n+1 passing through node Y at level n. The binary
addresses eguivalent for X, Y and Z are ax. .ag. .ah. .an_;,
al..Ag..ah-.an-lAn anc al••Ag•Ah•an-lAnAn+l respectively where
Ag and can take on either 0 or 1 depending on the requirement.
With the assumption that the h-th bit is complemented between
level n-1 and n while the g-th bit is complemented between level n










where Xj means don't care and 2 n m.
From the above flow diagram, it is clear that the
alternative path does not pass through the failure node and it is
always four unit links longer than that of the desired path. In
addition, both the alternate path and the desired path span from
levels n-1 to n+1, which limits the packet overhead required to
store the bit complement positions.
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5.2.2. The turning point
It should be pointed out that the Switch tree has a very
attractive fault tolerance characteristic. If the turning point of
a path is found to be faulty, the packet can always be routed to
sidling of the faulty node and then back to the original path as
shown in fig. 5.2 with no extra time cost. The path lengths
obtained for the equivalent path and the original path are the
same. The flow diagram is depicted as below







where aa2 g •n—ln i2 g n—ln the binary address



















5.3 T.i nlc fai 1 iirp
Link failure can be subdivided into four different types,
namely, faults located in the link directly above and below the
two-way switch for both upward and downward going directions.
Fig. 5.3 shows a single link failure above the IO port of the
two-way switch. The detoured path is exactly the same as that of a
switch stuck at cross-over mode. Hence, the detouring algorithm
for both of them are identical. The delay for link failures of
this kind is 2 unit links longer than that of the desired path
length.
Fid 5.3: The equivalent path of a link breakage at the upper
left port of switch A. The detoured routing is the same


















Unfortunately, it is not the case when the link failure is
located just below the two-way switch. The packet is traversed
back and forth between levels adjacent to the faulty link 3 times
before it can be amended to it's proper position, i.e. we need 6
extra steps to cope with the fault. We assume that the h-th bit is
complemented between level n-1 and n while the g-th bit is
complemented between level n and n+1. Noting that all the four
types of link failures have equal probability, the average
degradation in routing is 4 extra links.












6. KLUGE1S TREE, THE DELTA TREE AND THE SWITCH-DELTA TREE
6.1. Structure of Kluge1s Tree
Although the Switch tree diverts the traffic jam to about
half way down the tree, unavoidable collisions will degrade the
network performance significantly. Hence, the network must be
eguipped with some conflict resolving features. However, these
conflict resolving mechanism will increase the total system cost.
W. Kluge [Kluge77] proposed a tree-structured shift register
memory which does not have any traffic contention in pre-order,
post-order or in-order data permutation operations. We shall call
this tree structure a Kluge's tree.
Consider a node X at level m, it is cyclically connected to
its two direct successors, and the linking edges are labeled as
a. All other links that are connected to these three nodes are
labeled b. This elementary building unit is called the tree
element by Kluge and a block diagram is shown in fig. 6.1. The
complementary tree element is similarly a tree element with all
a and b labels interchanged.
Starting with label a at the root node, its two successors
with matching edge labels are added which change the label for the
next level to a b. Now, each successor of the root node becomes
the predecessor of two other nodes in the complementary tree
element. Hence, Kluge•s tree can be recursively constructed using
alternate tree elements and complementary tree elements. [Kluge77]
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A complete Kluge's tree structure is depicted-in fig. 6.2.
Fig. 6.1: Cyclic interconnections within a tree element.
Fig. 6.2: A schematic diagram of Kluge's tree. Alternate
















































The routing strategy for Kluge's tree for a lone traveller
is simply to excite the paths labeled, a and b alternatively.
Whenever the packet is located at the leaf level, the same
traversal step is repeated, i.e. maintain at either a or b.
Please note that no special handling procedure is developed for
the root node since Kluge assumed that the root is the starting
point as well as the ending point of all data traversal. From now
on, we use cycle a and b to denote the excitation of paths
which are labeled a and b respectively.
While maintaining same excitation at leaf level for a single
data movement is trivial, it is difficult to preserve the system
synchronization when the tree is to serve simultaneous data
movements. Hence, the repeated routing at leaf level is omitted to
keep system synchronization simple. Alternate excitation of
different paths only enables the tree structure to form disjointed
three body loops at any given time instant. Since all the nodes
have only one fan-in and one fan-out within one cycle, there
exists no conflict for different packets competing for the same
node. This nonconflicting algorithm greatly simplify the hardware
design cost of all the communication nodes in the system. However,
this also creates extra waiting time at the root and the leaf
l0vel and may cause deviation from a given intended path.
6.2. Worst case distance and the average distance of Kluge1s tree
While Kluge's tree tends to lower the system cost
considerably, its lengthy worst case distance between arbitrary
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lsuves is the main disadvantage of Kluge1s tree being an
interconnection network. Fig. 6.3 shows a source node IIOI2
sending a packet to a sink IIOO2 a level Kluge1 s tree. The
packet travels through all the edges in Kluge•s tree, except the
direct link between the source and the sink, before it stops at
the sink. Since there are N-l tree elements each with 3 links, the
total number of edges a packet will travel in the worst case is
3N-4. Together with N-l cycles waiting time, the longest time
required to travel between two leaves are 4N-5 unit steps.
Fiq. 6.3: An illustration on the worst case routing for Kluge•s
tree The labels beside the path indicate the total
unit'time consumed. Please note the extra waiting time






















If we consider a packet starting from a leaf node X and
ending at itself, the traversal path will form a ring-like
structure with side-loops each connected to a branch node. A
packet permuting in this ring differs from a conventional one-way
ring in having to travel through all the non-leaf nodes except the
root node twice. This makes Kluge's tree to perform worse than a
conventional one-way ring (compare N unit steps in the ring with
4N-3 unit steps in Kluge's tree). Since Kluge's tree can be
transformed into a ring, the average distance travelled between
two leaves are expected to be half of the worst case distance
approximately.
6.3. The Delta tree and the principle of majority voting for
simultaneous data movement
In Kluge's tree, packets travelling around the super-loop
are restricted to a non-stop manner. If any of the packets stops
at a node, all the other traffics behind are blocked. However,
Kluge's tree does not work exactly like a conventional ring as a
packet has an opportunity of changing its course after a wait
cycle at the branch node. The changing route ability enables
Kluge's tree to have a shorter O(log2N) average distance travelled
between two leaves.
Since the original application of Kluge's tree is to perform
the pre-order, post-order and in-order traversal for a lone
traveller, Kluge does not make use of the course changing
capability in the tree. Considering the previous example, the path
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length between node 11012 and 11002 is greatly reduced if the
packet stops at node 1102 of level 2 in cycle b. However, this
will destroy the circular contiguity of Kluge's tree and create
extra waiting time for packets at node 112 and node 1112.
If all the nodes are permitted to halt for one cycle, it
brings out another question of fairness in choosing a node with
the highest control priority. Stopping a packet at node 1102 will
prevent packets at node 112 and node 1112 from rotating around the
tree element. To ensure a fair choice, the rotation around each
modified tree element is based on majority voting among the three
members, e.g. 112, 1102 and 1112 in cycle b. However, it may
produce message overshoots and the overshot packet takes extra two
cycles to align properly to its initial positions.
Moreover, there exists a case with only two nodes in the
same tree element since not all the tree elements are full of
packets. They may have opposite tendencies. A decision of rotating
within the side-loop only or halting for the cycle is clearly not
enough to ensure the best solution. A logical compromise will be
to relax the routing even further to allow partial move within
each tree element. An illustration is shown in fig. 6.4.
Considering a node X intending to move forward to node Y in a tree
element with two members, the final decision is governed by its
direct successor node Y. If node Y contains either no packet or a
packet intending to move forward in the same cycle, the packet in
node X performs a move. The modified Kluge's tree based on

















































A intends to stay but B intends to move
Fig. 6.4: Partial moves results with two packets having opposite
tendencies.
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6.3.1. The boolean operation to find the intention to move
Before we discuss the routing algorithm for the Delta tree,
it is necessary to consider the data movement intention for a
given node. Consider node X at level n sending a packet to node Y
at the leaf level m. Similar to obtaining an address difference in
section 3.1, the target node address Y is left-justified with the
current node address X. The trailing bits of the target node
address Y is then dropped. A logical EQU operation is performed on
the left-justified target node address with the current node
address. The result R indicates if the target is one of the
descendants of the current position. Taking the same example, node
1102 at level 2 is sending a packet to node 11002 at level 3.
(1102 AND 1102) shows that the node 11002 is one of the posterity
of the node 1102.
In either cycle a or b, we can subdivide each tree
element into two parts, namely the upper branch node and the two
lower children nodes. A packet in the upper branch node prefers to
move down the tree if the target is one of its descendants.
Conversely, a packet sitting in either of the two lower nodes
prefers to stay in its current position if the target is one of
its descendants. We define a boolean variable U to signify whether
the current node X is in the upper portion or not and the data
movement intention I= NOT (U EXOR R). For instance, the node 1102
in the last example is classified as the upper branch node in
cycle a. Hence, a packet with a target address 11002 in node
1102 prefers to move to its successor in cycle a, i.e. U and R
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are true, I= NOT(true EXOR true)= true. In cycle b, node 1102
becomes the lower node within the tree element and the packet
prefers to stay in its current location.
6.3.2. The control unit for each tree element
Since there are three distinct states for each node, namely,
contains no packet, a packet which intends to stay or move, two
bits are essential to represent the current status. We choose the
first bit to signify the presence of packet in a node and the
second bit to indicate the packet movement intention if there is
any. All the status bits from the three vertices within each tree
element go to a control unit which decides a compromised data
movement. This control unit tries to find a local optimum solution
based on the majority voting principle with partial move discussed
in section 6.3. The resulting control truth table is listed in
table 6.1. The three output lines 01, 02 and 03 from the control
unit, one to each vertex, are used to direct the data flow in each
node. The data in a node will move to its successor if the
corresponding control output line is set to 1. The boolean





Table 6.1: The control truth table for the Delta tree based on
the majority voting principle where X means Don!t
care.
Input Lines from Output Lines tc
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6.3.3. The control algorithm for the Delta tree based on majority
voting
The control algorithm for the Delta tree is shown in fig.
6.4. The algorithm starts with a cycle and examines all the tree
elements formed by exciting paths labeled a. For each tree
element, the intention I of each node element is determined. each
I is used in conjunction with the current node position and the
target address to form two status bits sending to the control
unit. Each control unit, receiving three pairs of input signal,
makes the best compromise on the data flow according to equation
6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. The whole process is repeated in b cycle.
Alternate excitation of cycle a and b will eventually guide
all the communication requests to their destinations.
The Switch Tree
Fig. 6.5: The control algorithm for the Delta tree base on
majority voting.
else for each tree element labeled B
Repeat section Y with complemtary tree elements
labeled B.
cycleA= cycleA EXOR true,
until the network is empty
end.
U= false.





then for each tree element labeled i
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6.4. The Switch-Delta tree
While having a nonconflicting environment for communication,
the average distance travelled between two leaves in the Delta
tree is long. The Switch tree has a much shorter path length but
it has an severe collision problem at about half way down the
tree. Hence, it is natural to combine the salient features from
both tree structures to obtain a fast yet nonconflicting tree-
liked network. The Switch-Delta tree is the best compromise of the
Delta tree and the Switch tree.
6.4.1. Structure of the Switch-Delta tree
The appearance of the Switch-Delta tree in fig. 6.6
resembles the superposition of the Switch tree and the Delta tree.
The directional orientation in the Delta tree forces the Switch-
Delta tree to have one-way threaded links. The working principle
for the Switch-Delta tree, except the switch settings, is very
much like its two predecessors. Consider a pair of switches
working on
where a and Q are binary node addresses which differ by one bit,
the Switch tree allows this switch-pair to work independently.
However a local loop having six members from two tree elements is
as a result of different switch settings among the switch
produced
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pair. The control unit is more complicated in this case and the
routing around a bigger loop is easier to be disturbed by other
packets. Fig. 6.7 depicts that we can have two smaller loops, with
three members each, if the switches in the switch-pair are
coherent in setting, both set to the same switch setting. The
control unit with a three element loop operates similar to that of
the Delta tree and it is simpler than the control unit for a six
element loop. Hence it is desirable to have switch pairs having
the same parent to work coherently.
Fin 6 6• A schematic diagram of a three level Switch Delta tre-

































Fia 6.7: Different paths generated by different switch settings
to indicate the necessity for coherent switch-pair























6.4.2. The switch settings
In the last section, we have examined the necessity for the
switches having a common branch node to work coherently. We shall
then concentrate on the decision of setting these switch-pairs.
Since one bit among a m bit address is complemented using a
switch in either traversing direction or both, we restricted any
bit complement to be done in the climbing phase. A packet at the
upper branch node in a tree element intending to travel downward
will then have the highest priority. Thus, the switches in the
switch-pair are set to straight-through if either of the two upper
branch nodes or both are intending to go downward. Taking the same
example, a packet at node 1102 intending to move downward to node
11002 has the highest priority in cycle a. Thus, switches 7 and
8 are set to straight-through as shown in fig. 6.6.
While the downward phase favors a straight-through setting,
it really doesn't matter if the lower priority upward phase is
biased towards a cross-over setting or not. Recall from section
3.1 that the address difference DX,Y is the left-justified EXOR
between the binary address equivalents of node X and Y. The node X
prefers a cross-over mode if the switch directly above reduces
OC(Dx,Y). Obviously, the system does not have any benefit from any
of the two switch settings if node a,1 and B,1 are competing for a
controversy switch setting. However, the design convention favors
the cross-over setting in the downward phase so that the system
looks symmetrical in the horizontal axis. Actually, the Switch-
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Delta tree does not resolve all the traffic conflicts in setting
the switches. It allows the detoured packets to propagate upward
relying on the natural binary tree climbs to fix the incorrect bit
pattern.
After determining the switch settings, the Switch-Delta tree
then makes use of the routing algorithm for the Delta tree on all
the reconfigured tree elements to obtain a compromised routing.
The control algorithm to set any switch-pairs in cycle a or b




if node a is not empty
then begin
Ra= LJA(a, sink) where LJA(x,r)
is the left-justified AND i on r.
Ia= NOT (true EXOR Ra).
if Iq, then cross= false,
if cross and (node p is not empty)
then begin
Ro= LJA(£,sinko).
13= NOT (true EXOR Rq).







if node al is not empty
then
if OC(Dp sinkal)- (al,sinkal)
then if node pi is not empty




then set the switch-pair to cross-over mode
else set the switch-pair to straight-through mode.
end.
Fig. 6.8: Control algorithm to set a switch-pair pattern in
Switch-Delta tree.
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7. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR SIMULTANEOUS TRAVEL
In this chapter, we will discuss some basic network
performance for simultaneous data movement in different tree
structures. Without any knowledge on the application of the tree
structures, we assume that the communication is uniformly
distributed. Obviously, a tree structure will work best if there
exists locality of references in the communication pattern.
7.1. Travel in the presence of other travellers
Simulation studies have been done on Kluge's tree, the Delta
tree and the Switch-Delta tree using two different kind of
communication request schemes. We define the block size S as the
maximum allowable number of travellers within the network at any
time.
The first scheme starts with S leaves sending packets to
other leaves, no new communication request is admitted until all
the previous requests have been finished. Hence, the total number
of packets within the network is bounded by the block size S. From
now on, we shall refer this communication request scheme as scheme
A. Scheme A provides an improving environment for different
packets to travel as time passes. It is because fewer number of
overshooted messages are produced in each cycle if the traffic in
the network is sparsely populated.
second scheme B maintains constantly S packets
The
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travelling within the network. In reality, a computer system can
serve only a limited number of users using the system
simultaneously. This scheme offers the worst working environment
for the network so that we can find the optimum number of
travellers a tree structure can serve.
7.2. Cyclic Permutation
Among different kinds of data movements, cyclic permutation
with arbitrary step size is one of the most widely used routing
pattern for various applications. Pipeline computing, FFT and odd-
even transportation sorting, to name a few, are some of its
applications. In this section, we shall examine the lower bound
and the typical distance travelled of the worst case cyclic
permutation for the Delta tree, i.e. step size= N/2 where N is
the number of leaves.
For the worst case cyclic permutation, we mean that all
leaves in the left subtree are sending packets to the right
subtree and vice versa, i.e. nodes lAX2 to lA'X2 where A can take
on either 0 or 1 and X means don't care. Thus, all packets must
pass through node 102 and node 112 at level 1.
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7.2.1. The Lower bound time consumption
Since all packets must travel through nodes at level 1, it
is impossible to have two simultaneous data streams flowing in
opposite directions. Ideally, these two opposite flow data streams
under proper timing can form two separate pipelines at different
time. If the right going pipe takes over right after the left
going packets have finished passing through nodes at level 1 or
vice versa, it will cause minimum delay. Hence, careful pipeline
scheduling is necessary to ensure the minimum delay. The ideal
case space-time diagram is depicted in fig. 7.1. The total time
consumption is the summation of the setup time for the left going
pipe, the drain time for the right going pipe and data transfer
time for two pipelines. Thus, the total time required is
[N+2(log2N)-2]. This lower bound limit is reachable if carefully















— Total time= N+ 2log?N- 2 unit stef
Time
Fig. 7.1: Ideal space-time diagram for cycle permutation with
step size= N2 where N is the number of leaves in the
tree.
7.2.2. Kluge1s tree
Recalling from section 6.2, Kluge's tree can be transformed
into a super-ring with a worst case distance travelled of (4N-3).
A packet will travel through all the edges in the network in the
worst case as shown in fig. 6.3. Please note that the cyclic
permutation of step size=N2 discussed previously is not the worst
case travel in the Kluge's tree. All packets take only (4N-3J2
steps to achieve the reguired cyclic permuation, i.e. half way
through the super-ring. Comparing with the lower bound case,
cyclic permutation of step size=N2 for the Delta tree is far from
optimum. It is because the original Delta tree does not make use
of branching capability of a binary tree.
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7.2.3. The Delta tree
We feed the cyclic permutation criterion into the Delta tree
model to find the total time required to perform one cyclic shift
with step size= N/2. Simulation results are tabulated in table
D.1 of appendix D and fig. 7.2 compares the total time consumed
for the Delta tree with the lower bound case. As can be seen, the
total time consumed for the Delta tree is always greater than the
lower bound situation, but the asymptotic behaviour for both of
them are the same. Simulation data from table D.1 shows that the
total time consumption for a three level Delta tree starts with
having 25% greater than that of the lower bound case. The
percentage of difference drops rapidly to not more than 1% as the
tree size grows up to 10 levels. This indicates that the Delta
tree based on majority voting is a near optimum algorithm for
cyclic permutation with step size=N/2.
The Switch Tri
Level Numbers
Fig. 7.2: Cyclic permutation with step size= N2 for various tree
structures.
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7.3. General Simultaneous Travel
7.3.1 worst case distance
Fig. 7.3 shows the worst case distance for Kluge's tree, the
Delta tree and the Switch-Delta tree as a function of tree levels.
The simulations are made mainly based on scheme A. i.e. drain
before starting new requests. The maximum number of travellers in
different tree structures are equal to N where N is the total
number of leaves.
The worst case distance travelled between leaves for Kluge's
tree is approximately 4N as expected. While the Delta tree has
four fold improvement over Kluge's tree, the Switch-Delta tree has
the shortest worst case distance which is proportional to NO.53
approximately. The Switch-Delta does not have a two fold
improvement over the Delta tree since not all the travellers are
confined in the lower half of the tree. Some packets must travel
higher than expected in order to compensate the overshoot problems
or the conflicts in switch settings. Comparing the worst case
distance of O(N) for a ring structure, which is also































Fig. 7.3: The worst case distance travelled between leaves for
various tree structures using scheme A, i.e. drain
before starting new requests.
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7.3.2. Average distance
Other than the worst case distance, the average distance
between leaves is another important measure of the network
performance. Fig. 7.4 depicts the average leaf-to-leaf distance
for various tree structures as a function of different tree
levels and the block size S is N, the total number of leaves. As
one may see, the average distance for the Kluge's tree is equal to
half of its worst case distance approximately. Again the Delta
tree has a four fold improvement over Kluge's tree and the Switch-
Delta tree has the shortest average distance. However, the average
distance for the Switch-Delta tree is of the order O(NO.55) rather
than O(log2N). This huge difference is mainly due to the high
overshoot ratio in a busy tree. Fig. 7.4 also shows the average
distance for the Switch-Delta tree using scheme B, i.e. using
constant number of packets. The result of having an even busier
environment is an increase in the average distance. Fortunately,
the proportionality constant of 0.60 is approximately the same as



























































Fiq 7 4• The average length of travel between leaves for various
tree structures up to 10 levels. The block size is
eaual to the total number of leaves N.
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7.3.3. Throughput and the compromised block size
Since all the tree structures do not work satisfactorily in
a busy environment, we decrease the traffic loading in the system
hoping to obtain a shorter path length. Fig. 7.5 and 7.6. show the
average distance per level number as a function of various block
sizes and tree levels for both data schemes. Both plots show a set
of decaying curves which approach to 2 as the block size
decreases. However, the block size cannot be shrunken infinitely
since the system throughput is highly related to the block size.
Fig. 7.7 and 7.8 depict the throughput for various block
sizes and levels for both schemes. As can be seen the simulation
throughput for scheme A from different tree level fits reasonably
well to a hyperbolic curve, but the throughput for scheme B varies
widely about the central curve. It is mainly due to different
working environment provided by two request schemes. Scheme A
provides an improving environment so that the network performance
is less likely to be affected by obscure or biased requests.
Although the throughput for different tree levels using
scheme B varies due to biased communication requests in the
simulation, it shows clearly that the system throughput is
,
proportional to the block size used. Thus, a careful tradeoff
between the average distance and the throughput must be taken to
the best compromise. We define an average distance service
obtain
time product DT as
DT= Average Distance/ Throughput
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The goal is then to find a minimum DT product. All the average
distances with a special mark in fig. 7.5 and 7.6 indicate the
compromised block sizes for the Switch-Delta tree up to 10 levels.
Two observations can be made which follow an inspection on fig.
7.5 and 7.6. The growth rate of the compromised block size is a
lot slower than the tree size. For instance, the compromise block
size for a 10 level tree using scheme B is only one-eighth of all
the leaves in the tree. Thus, a large portion of the switches are
idle and the system utilization is low. In addition, the
compromised average distance using scheme A is a gradually
increasing function which deviates from O(log2N) when the tree
grows larger. However, the compromised average distances for
scheme B remain approximately at 41og2N, which is 0(1092N), for a
Switch-Delta tree up to 10 levels. In general, the total number of
user using the network is less than the maximum allowable limit,
i.e. the block size. Thus the average distance is less than
41og2N. Other than the average distance, the throughput using
scheme B is higher than that of using scheme A. Hence, constant
supply of packets communicating in the Switch-Delta tree is
preferred in general.
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Fia 7 5: The average leaf-to-leaf distance travelled per unit
level of the Switch-Delta tree as a function of various
block size S. The network starts with S travellers, no

































Fir 7 6 The average leaf—to—leaf distance travelled per unit
level of the Switch-Delta tree as a function of various
block size S. The total number of packets in the
network remain constant, i.e. scheme B.
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7.7: The throughput of the Switch Delta tree as a function
of block size S using scheme A.
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A switchable tree structure called the Switch tree is
proposed. The switch tree is based on a modification of a
Hypertree I by changing the latter's non-tree links into 2x2
switches with proper displacements. The lower two ports of the
switches are linked to the node-pairs separated by maximum
distance. These node-pairs at level m are chosen from a set of
first order differences in a m-th dimension hypercube.
While preserving the minimal number of three IO ports per
node, the two-way switches, which work between levels, increase
the virtual fan-in and fan-out of the nodes. This enables the tree
structure to have some fault tolerance characteristics. For common
case of single fault situation, the equivalent path spans at most
two levels directly beside the fault. The resultant path will
never exceed six unit steps more than the original path.
Since the Switch tree structure is regular and repetitive,
the routing between two nodes is greatly simplified. Two routing
algorithms, namely the up-down algorithm and the optimum
algorithm, have been developed based on local autonomy. Simulation
results show that the improvement obtained from the complicated
optimum algorithm is quite marginal, i.e 0.93% improvement. Hence,
the simple up-down algorithm is preferred in general.
Without losing much of its attraction, the Switch tree with
small additional overheads can be expanded in an incremental way.
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The up down algorithm can still perform satisfactorily even if the
tree is unbalanced.
We perform a point-by-point comparison between Hypertree]
and the Switch tree. We find that both tree structures hav€
similar properties except the hardware cost and the average pat!
length under single traveller environment. Without paying mud
hardware penalty, the average path length of the Switch tree is
25% shorter than that of a Hypertree I.
Although the Switch tree diverts the traffic to about half
way down the tree, there exist unavoidable collisions which will
degrade the network performance. The Delta tree is modified from
what we call Kluge's tree in here [Kluge77]. Kluge's tree is
originally design for collision free memory retrieval. By
insisting a majority voting principle with partial move onto
Kluge's tree, the average distance travelled is reduced to 14 of
the former tree, i.e. 0(N0-85). The routing in the Delta tree is
nonconflicting, but the average distance travelled is
unsatisfactorily high.
Combining the salient features of the Switch tree and the
Delta tree, we propose a fast yet collision free tree structure
called the Switch-Delta tree. With constant block size of N
packets, the average distance between leaves is 0(N°-60) in a N-
leaf tree. Although, the average distance deviates from the
theoretical limit of 0(log2N) for single node-pair communication,
it is much shorter than that of another nonconf licting ring
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structure.
While shrinking the block size will shorten the average
distance travelled, the system throughput is reduced. Hence, the
block size cannot be reduced infinitely. For instance, the
compromised block size contains only one-eighth of the total
capacity for a 10 level Switch-Delta tree. The system utilization
is then low but the compromised average distance of 41og2N
approaches its theoretical limit. Further work is needed in tuning
the performance of the Switch-Delta tree so that the average
distance is O(log2N) without losing much of its throughput.
Other problems which need to be addressed are the cyclic
permutation considerations on the Switch-Delta tree and the effect
of locality in traffic on the network performance. Preliminary
study on locality shows that the average distance between leaves
approaches to O(log2N) if communication is localized.
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APPENDIX A
A.l Uniqueness proof of the choice of bit complementation the
node address in a Switch tree.
Recall from equation 2.3 that the location of the k-th bit
for the switch directly above level m is shown as follows:
(Al)
where
x is the binary equivalent of the integer level m, RZC(x) is the
right zero count of x and r is the ray number. After rearranging
equation Al, m can be expressed as a function of r and k.
For a given integer m, if m 1,there exist two sets of
(r,k) where r and k are integers, provide the same m. Letting the
sets of (r,k) be (ri ,ki) and (r2,k2), then
Considering the case
k2 can not be an integer for a given integer kx. Similarly for the
case r-L r2,
k, cannot be an integer for a given integer kx. k2 and kx are both
integers if and only if r±= r2 which leads to kx= k2. Thus,
there exists one and only one set of integers r and k such that
the resultant m is an integer. Thus, the choice of the k-th bit
for a given level m is unique.
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A. 2 Proof of exactly one representative for the choice of two-
way switch is found in thA 1 nunr r -F fraa
Consider the worst case such all the m bits are different
for nodes at level m. Since Ray 1 passes through the [(m+a)2]-
th bit of the binary equivalent of the node address at level jn,
the two-way switches can only complement the most significant half
of the address. The right (m-a)2 bits is then replied on the
natural growing of the binary tree skeleton. Thus, the packet
must climb up at least (m+a)2 levels to cope with bit differences
in the least significant half of the node address. We will prove
next that climbing up (m+a)2 using two-way switches can
complement all the bit differences in the most significant portion
of the node address.
In A.l, we have shown that there exists exactly one k-th bit
per level in the most significant half of node address as the
choice of the two—way switch. If (m+a)2 k-—th bits for the lower
half of the tree are required to represent (m+a)2 different bits,
all the ki-th bits in different level i must be different.
Assuming that at the lower half of the tree there exists two
levels and m2, which have the same k-th bit, from equation Al,
we have
where rl and r2 e positive integer and rl r2. Thus, mod
2 must be zero. Considering the boundary case such that mx is m
and m2 is (m+1-(m+a)2),
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for finite m
Hence, there exists exactly one representative of each two-way
switch in the lower half of the tree. Together with the least
significant portion of binary node address coped by the natural
binary tree skeleton, the lower half of the tree contains all the





APPENDIX B: Analtical performance evaluation for various tre
structures
B.l The Switch tree
B.l.l Average distance travelled between leaves for uniformly
distributed leaf-to-leaf communication
Closely follow to the proof in Goodman and Sequin's paper
[GoodmanSI], we will derive the average path length of the
Switch tree for uniformly distributed leaf-to-leaf communication.
The formula obtained includes the useless case of a leaf sending
packet to itself which results in a simpler expression. Actually,
it can be removed easily if desired.
Considering nodes X and Y, with addresses x0x1x2...xn anc
YoYl-•-Yn respectively, in a n level Switch tree, Goodman anc
Sequin define the half-way level 6 as
where is the ceiling of z and a= n mod 2 and the address
difference
where dj is the exclusive OR of Xj and yj. The leading bit for
Dv v is always 0 since x0 and y0 are both 1 as defined in SectionA, X
2.3.
As in Goodman and Sequin's paper, we relabel the address
difference by grouping bits in the address difference into
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different sets B and S. Set B includes those bits in the address
difference that can be fixed up using the binary tree skeleton
only. Set B represents bit positions which require to use the
cross-over function of the switch.
where Sj e S and bj e B are used to indicate number of levels
above leaf level n for the packet to climb so that the
corresponding bit can be complemented. The indices of the bits bj
in Dx,Y are in descending order and the bits Sj are disordered.
Please note the difference in the labeling of Sj in the Switch
tree and that of hj in the Hypertree I since the complement of a
bit is done between level Sj_-L and Sj in switch tree while it is
done by a horizontal n-cube link in the Hypertree I.
The shortest distance between two leaves can be found by
traversing the tree upward to the highest level required which is
denoted by having value 1 in bit bj or Sj or both in DXfY and then
going downward back to the destination. We defined that the
average distance SD between two arbitrary leaves as
where Eft! is the expected climb up for any given DXy
For a uniformly distributed communication, each leaf is
equally probable to send packets to the other leaves. Thus, each
bit of the address difference is likely to be 0 or 1 with equal
probability. Consider a tree with odd number of levels n, t may
reach its maximum value 0 if and only if se=l, i.e.
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If n is even, at least one of the bits b@ and Sq equal to 1 will
force the packet to go up 0 level from bottom, i.e.
Thus,
Similarly, it can be shown that t=©- 1 has probability of 34
for both even and odd n if t 0, i.e. either sor b@_a-1 is
1. Thus
In general,
Since P(t=0-j) is a recursive expression respected to P(t=0-i)
where i j, P(t=0-j) can be expressed in term of P(t=0) as
The expected vertical distance E[t] is then expressed as
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Noting that part of the expression is an arithmetic-geometric
series and 2a=a+l, the expression for t can be simplified further
to the form as below
Hence, the average path length for the Switch tree is
where N= 2n.
B.1.2 Average message density per node
With all the probabilities P(t= 0-j) available, we can
calculate the average traffic M(t=i) per node for a given t levels
above the leaf level n. Without any knowledge about the
communication pattern, it is reasonable to consider a uniformly
distributed communication pattern, including the redundant case of
leaf communicating with itself. We define T(t=0-j) as the total
number of packets passing through nodes at t levels above the leaf
Appendix E
level n.
Consider the case t=0, all packets will make at most one
pass through level n—0 as there is no packet which is required
to climb up higher than 0 levels above leaf level in the Switch
tree.
where n is the total level number and a= n mod 2. Noting the fact
that there are 2n~® nodes at level n-0 sharing all the
communications, we have
For the case 0 t 0, the communications can be divided
into three categories, namely packets which take no pass, take
one pass or two passes through level 0+j-a. Knowing that
packets which does not pass through level 0+j-a have no
contribution in the total count expression, we have
where j= number of levels below the half—way level 0. The first
item in the expression represents the number of packets
passing through level t once, i.e. the turning point level. The
second item represents travellers that are required to traverse
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more than t levels up the tree, i.e. taking two passes through
level n-t. Since the trivial case P(t=0) can be solved
differently, we defer it's calculation to the end of the section.
For 1 j©, we have
Noting that it is a geometric series, it follows that
Since there are 20+3~a nodes in the level, the message density is
shown as follows
AnnonHiv B
Consider the case t-0, i.e. message density at the leaf level.
Recall that
As only the redundant case of a leaf sending packet to itself does
not require to climb up the tree, P(t=0)= l2n. Hence,
Thus, the average traffic flow per node at j-th levels below the
half-way level 0 is
B.l.3 Maximum message density per node
Among all message densities found in each level, the most
important one is the maximum message density (MMD). We will
next show that MMD is located at exactly one level beneath the
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half-way level 0. Before we go into the details, it is important
to prove that M(t=0-j) is a monotonous decreasing function when j
increases and then show that M(t=0-1) is greater than both M(t=0)
and M(0=O). We define MDD- j as the message density
difference between M(t=0-i) and M(t=0-j) where i,j e positive
integer and j i. Thus,
For M(t=0-j) to be monotonous decreasing, MDD-j must be greater
than zero, which implies
_ «
must be greater than 1. Dropping the 5(l+a)231 term from the
numerator and considering the worst case that j-i=l and i=l leads
which is always greater 1. Thus, M(t=0-j) is a monotonous
decreasing function.
With M(t=0-1) he the maximum value of M(t=0-j), we will use
it to compare with M(t=0) and M(t=0) to find the MMD. Consider the
case MDD@_i@ we have
MDD0_10= M(t-0-1)- M(t 0)
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Similarly for the case MDDq 0,
B.2 Hypertree:
B.2.1 Average message density per node for uniformly distributed
leaf-to-leaf communication
From Goodman and Sequin's results, we will derive the
average message density per node for the Hypertree I at a
given level (n-t). Recall from Goodman and Sequin's paper,
the probabilities for which a packet must climb up t levels are
Since MDDq.-© mdd0-i,o an MDD0-l,0-j are both greater thar
zero for any j 1, we can conclude that M(t=0-1) is the MMD.
where 0= (n+a)2 and a= n mod 2 in a n level tree. Similarly to
that of a Switch tree, we use these probabilities to calculate the
total count T(t=i) for a given level t above the leaf level n.
Other than taking one pass and two passes through the level, there
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exist travellers traversing along the horizontal links t levels
above the leaf level. Since each bit in the address field is
equally likely to be 0 or 1, the probability for which a packet
will traverse along the horizontal link at level (n-t) is 12.
Thus, the total count T(t=i) can be expressed as follows
Consider
For the case t=0-j where 0 j 0, the calculation
resembles to that of a Switch tree. After grouping terms,
rearranging and noting that 241 is a geometric series, we have
Please note that the message density for 0 j 0 is
approximately the same as that of a Switch tree.
B.2.2 Maximum message density per node
In this section, we will prove that MMD is always located
just one level below the half-way level 0 for the Hypertree
I Similar to the approach done in finding MMD of a Switch
tree, we first show that M(t=0-j) is a monotonous decreasing
Appendix B
function as j increases. Then M(t=0-1) are compared with M(t=G
and M(t=0) to show that M(t=0—1) is the MMD. Considering
For an expression to be considered as a monotonous decreasing
function, MDDj a must be greater than 0. Hence, we must prove that
Consider a smaller expression;
show that it is greater than 1 after some manipulations.
In the worst case where j- i =1 and i= 1, S can be expressed as
follows
Thus MDD-i -i 0 for 0 j e, i.e. the expression M(t=e-j) is'' J
a monotonous decreasing function. We will next show that M(t=0-1)
is the MMD by comparing M(t=6-1) with M(t=0) and M(t=0).
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expressed as belov
After collecting terms and rearranging, we finally have
which is always greater than 1.
Similarly for the case MDD@_-lO= M(t=0-1)- M(t=0), we assume
that MDDq_2 o 9reater than one and later prove it to be a
valid assumption.
Dropping 21~n term and rearranging the expression, we get
Consider the worst case where a=l, the expression can be
simplified to the form as follows
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Since this expression is always true, we can claim that MDDq_ o
is always greater than zero. Hence, we have proved that the
location for the maximum message density MMD is exactly one level
down the half-way level 0.
B.3 Hypertree II
B.3.1 Average distance travelled between leaves for uniformly
distributed leaf-to-leaf communication.
In this section, we extend the idea from Goodman and
Sequin's paper to find the average distance between leaves for the
Hypertree II without considering traffic congestions. The
Hypertree II has two n-cube links per node in order to divert the
traffic flow further away from the root node. The choice for n-
cube links of the Hypertree II is the same as that of the
Hypertree I, i.e. to decrease the distance between two nodes as
much as possible. The selection pattern of the n-cube links for
the Hypertree II in fig. B. 1 is more complicated than that of the
Hypertree I. Other than the ray lines found in the Hypertree I,
the n—cube links form diagonal pairs between two consecutive
levels. As one may see, the traffic flow between leafs is
restricted to the lower 13 of the tree.
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Fig. B.l: The selection of n-cube connections in the Hypertree II
from Goodman and Sequin's paper (Goodmans!].
With the same address labeling algorithm, we first define
the 13-level n as
where[ z J is the b°ttom of z and n is the level number.
Any bit in the node address can be complemented in the lower 13
of the tree either using the n-cube links or by the natural binary
tree skeleton. Consider the path between two leaf nodes X and Y,
the address difference DXY can be grouped into three subsets
namely, H, H' and B as





































































































The packet will climb up the tree to the highest level essentiall
to complement all l's in the address difference. The averag
distance between leaves SD is
where H is the expected number of horizontal link traversals.
Since each bit in the address difference has equal chance of 0 or
1, H can be expressed as
Since n mod 3 may take on three different values, the
average path length calculation is subdivided into three cases for
simplicity.
Case 1
Consider n mod 3= 0, i.e. the traveller will traverse n
levels above leaf level n,
Since t can only reach its maximum value £7 if and only if b
- lf p(t=n)= 12. For level (n-a) other than level (n-n), any of
the b h„ and h' being a 1 results in forcing the packet toQJ 9 X
climb up to level (n-a). Hence,
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In general,
With all the probabilities known, the expected vertical distance t
can be calculated as
Note that it is an arithmetic-geometric series, for q 1
With some rearrangements and simplifications, we have




Consider n mod 3=1, the calculation is exactly the same as
that in case 1 except in finding P(t=n) and H. In this case, the
my
traveller will climb to the highest level (n-Q) if and only if
either bn or h'n is 1, i.e P(t=ft)= 34. With the new P(t=H), we
can get the other probabilities,
The expression for H is now
The expected path length for n— 4,7,10,... is then
Case 3
Consider n mod 3= 2, i.e. any of hn,h'n and bn being a 1
will lead the packet to climb up to the highest possible at level
(n-n). Hence, P(t=n)= 78 and H= (n+D3 which leads
110The Switch Tree
The average path length for n= 2,5,8,... is
Thus, the average path length for the Hypertree II can be
expressed as
B.3.2 Message density per node
Similar to that of finding the message densities in the
switch tree and the Hypertree I, we will find the message
densities per node for the Hypertree II. We define a be n mod 3
and we can the probability expressions for the Hypertree II as
follows
From these expressions, we can calculate the total count T(t=i)
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for any given level (n-i) in a n level tree. The general
expression for T(t=ft) is
where Wm is the weighting factor for messages that climb up to
level (n-H) and then use n horizontal links in that level.
M(t=n)
For the case o= 0, i.e n mod 3=0, no packet will use the
horizontal link at level (n-f2). Thus,
For o= 1, 13 of the packets going up to level (n-ft) will not use
the horizontal link and the other 23 will pass through only one
horizontal link. Hence,
Similarly for fl= 2, the probabilities for not use, pass one link
and pass two links are 17, 47 and 27 respectively. We have
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Noting that the 2n terms for these three M(t=H) expression
can be expressed as 2n~°~1+ (n~a)3 and it can be simplified as
2• Thus, we have the final expression for M(t=n) as follows
Consider the case T(t=n-j). While the first two terms in the
expression are exactly the same as that in the Hypertree I, the
weighting factor for packets using the horizontal links are
different. The probability for travellers to use one horizontal
links is 12 and use both links is 14. Thus, the weighting factor
for using the horizontal links is 1 and the expression is as
follows
After some manipulations similar to that of the Hypertree I and
the Switch tree, we have
and
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Thus, the message density M(t=n- j) is
B.3.3 Maximum messaae densitv ner node
Simulation program based on previous calculations have been
written to calculate the message density per node for a Hypertree
II up to 13 levels. The simulation results are tabulated in table
B.l. The maximum traffic level obtained from the simulation is
compared with that of the Hypertree I and the Switch tree, the
general trend is similar except for the case cr=2. In o-0 or o=1,
the level for maximum traffic is located at level (n-ft+l) which is
compatible with level (n-0+1) for the Hypertree I and the Switch
tree. However, it is not the case for a=2, the maximum traffic
level is at level (n-n). It is because the effect of heavy
horizontal movements at level (n-n) overrides all the traffic in
lower levels.
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Table B.l: The message density per node of the Hypertree II, up
to 13 levels, for uniformly distributed leaf-to-leaf
communication without considering any collision.
where marks the highest level a packet will climb up for
arbitrary leaf-to-leaf communication.
Message Density per Node



























































































APPENDIX C: Comparisons for the up—down and the optimum routing
algorithm
Table C.l: Comparison on average path lengths for communications
between two arbitrary nodes using the up-down and the






































































APPENDIX D: Simultaneous data movement simulation. results for
various tree structures
D.l. Cyclic permutation using scheme A
Table D.l: Cyclic permutation with step size= N/2 for various
tree structures using scheme A.











117Appendix DD.2. Simulations using scheme A
These simulations assume that a block of S communication
requests are initiated at the beginning and no other new request
is then fired until all the packets are arrived and the cycle is
repeated.
Kluge--- Routing based on pure Kluge's tree structure, i.e. data
movement is restricted to cyclic rotation within the
triangle.
Delta--- This structure is modified from Kluge's tree. The
routing is based on principle of majority voting with
partial move. If there are two packets in a tree
element, the leading packet is free to move but not for
the trailing packet. If the leading traveller rotates,
the trailing message may also move but not when the
leading stops.
SDelta-- The Switch-Delta tree combines the Switch tree and the
Delta tree.
The Switch Tree
Table D.2: Simulation results for various tree structure using










































































































































































































































































































































D.3. Simulations using scheme B
This simulation is done on the Switch—Delta tree based for
constant number of S packets in the svehem.
Table D.3: Simulation results for various tree structures using
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